Absfract-We introduce compulational support tools for the analysis and design of systems with multiple frictional contacts, with a focus on applications to part feeding and assembly processes. The tools rely on dynamic models of the processes. We describe two approaches to modeling, the Stewart-Triukle model [l] and the Song-Pang-Knmar model 121, that allow the designer to experiment with daerent geometric, material and dynamic properties and optimize the design for performance. In order lo accommodate contact transitions, we introduce a smooth cone model for friction. We illustrate the models and the design process hy describing the design optimization of a part feeder.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many manufacturing processes in which nominally rigid bodies undergo frictional contacts, possibly involving impacts. Examples of such processes include part-feeding, assembly, fixturing, material handling, and disassembly. In order to understand the complexity of such processes it is useful to consider the part orienting device shown in Figure I .
A cup-shaped part enters chute "A" in one of two nominal orientations, which we will call "open end up" (on the left) and "open end down" (on the right). The objective of this mechanism is to cause the part to exit chute " C in the "open end up" configuration regardless of the orientation when entering chute "A". The pan is subject to multiple frictional contacts with the walls of the chutes and the pin "B. It undergoes frictional impacts before either going down the chute or gets stuck inside the device. There are many factors that affect this feeding process, including the geometry and physical properties of the device and part and the part's initial condition. Typically, the preliminary design of such systems is based on strong intuition, and the detailed design is refined empirically via prototyping. If the prototype does not function properly, as is usually the case in the first several trials, there is no systematic approach to redesign, because the design constraints of such systems are dominated by unilateral constraints and constant transitions between contact states.
The dynamics of part feeding and assembly processes are notoriously difficult to predict because the dynamic models for systems with unilateral constraints are vastly inadequate, and in some cases, do not exist. This is true even for the case of deterministic models. In the past, geometric and quasi-static approaches have been adopted to planning manipulation In this paper, we introduce a framework for the design of part feeding and automated assembly processes. Our methods rely on the development of dynamic models and optimization of the dynamics with respect to geometric, material and dynamic properties. We describe two dynamic models: the Stewart-Trinkle model [I], which relies on a linear complementary problem (LCP) formulation to handle contact transitions and with an implicit assumption that impacts are inelastic; and an extension of the Song-Pang-Kumar model [Z], a more general, nonlinear complementary problem (NCP) model capable of approximating a wide variety of contact conditions including elastic or viscoelastic impacts. Numerical studies on both models are reported in Section IV. In Section V, we illustrate our approach with the design optimization of the part feeding mechanism described in Figure 1. 
DESIGN FRAMEWORK
The automatic assembly and pan feeding systems can be modeled as switched systems, a special class of hybrid systems in which the state space can be partitioned into nq E Q non-overlapping regions, each corresponding to a mode of operation characterized by continuous dynamics. The system state in the figure is characterized by a continuous srate X E W" and a collection of discrete modes or discrete states.
Each mode consists of a set of ordinary differenrial equatioiis (ODEs) or differential algebraic equations (DAEs) that govern the evolution of the continuous state X and a set of invariants that describe the conditions under which the ODEs or DAEs are valid. The continuous and discrete states are defined as (X, Q) E X x Q where X c E" and Q is the set of natural &7803-8232-3/04/$17.W @ZOO4 IEEE= G(q)v.
(3)
To complete the formulation of the model, we need to include the contact conditions. In the normal direction, the contact condition of the system is governed by where I denotes perpendicularity and 4, " is the normal separation hetween contacting objects at the ith contact.
In the tangential direction, the contact conditions are formulated by that friction forces. m-aimize the energy dissipation rate over the.sets of admissible contact forces computed based on the friction model. For Coulomb's quadratic cone, the maximum dissipation principle at the ith (i = 1 . . . n,) contact can he written as . m h g the resulting time, history, non sriooth.
. . numbers, with Q E Q denoting the Qth mode. P E P c Rk is a set of time invariant parameters which appear in the model. These include-the geometric parameters, the initial conditions, and the parameters related to the material properties,-:such friction, restitution, stiffness, and damping, Exogenous.inputs, diiturbances and noise are not considered in this paper.
The differential'equations in,mode Q are given by: .
(1.j
Each mode Q corresponds to a 'particular assignment of contact conditions (rolling, sliding, -or no contact) to each
. frictional contact: Thus, for a system wiLh n, potential contacts, the:e are 3"< possible discrete modes, each characterized
.. . by,a set 0f:condjtions in state space. Figure 2 shows the schematic of a switched system with ~6 modes.
.. . the dynamicniodel that governs the continuous states X within and si represent the slip velocities at the ith contact. The Coulomb's .cone is not differentiable at the origin where FA,, = 0. We introduce the following smooth cone to resolve this problem:
represents. where Y 2 0 i s a small-scalar. When y = 0, the smooth cone iiiiie-stepping models for dynamic simulation of rigid-body [191, [20] .
The dynamic equation of motion for a multibody system
where..q is the ni-dimensional vecror of generalized coordinates, U i s the n,-dimensional vector of the.system velocities, M(q) is,. the.n, x nv symmetric positive definite inertia matrix, and u(t:q,v) is the nu-dimensional external force vector (excluding contact forces). A,.<:, are the n,-dimensional~ = coptenations of the contact forces in the normal direction (labelled n) and the two.tangentialdirections (labelled t .and 0). -. where n; is the number of contacts. W,,;t.,(q) are the-ny x nc . Jacobian matrices corresponding to. the contact forces. the^^ kinematics.equations relate the system velocity u.10 the timederivative of-the system configuration q = dq/dt via a n, x nu .~ with contact inLeractions can be written in the form
. .
.
-' !For a discussion~of the uniqueness and +ence of solutions far the WO .models used here;,the reader is referred Io 111. I21
: . where ei is a nl-vector of ones. Together, (21, (3), (41, and (7) or (9) constitute the equations of motion which have four components: the dynamics of the mechanical system, the kinematic map, the normal contact conditions, and the friction law.
We consider a time discretization of the differential equations (2) and (3) Several points are worth noting. First, the term $"(q')/h provides constraint stabilization with @ " ( q [ ) being the vector of the normal separations between each pair of bodies in or about to be in contact. When it is negative (implying interpenetration of bodies), it acts to generate a bias impulse that increases the normal component of the relative velocity at a contact be large enough to eliminate the penetration at the end of the next time step. Second, there is no restitution law built into this formulation. To include realistic bouncing effects, one must stop the ST method at the time of each collision and apply an impact model such as Newton's, Poisson's, or Stronge's hypothesis. Third, the usual quadratic friction cone and the noninterpenetration constraints have been linearized in order to obtain a LCP. Fourth, the quantities (such as M and U' , ) not superscripted with a time index are assumed to be functions of the known state, (u',q') . This is done to and slack variable p ' + ' approximating the magnitude of the sliding velocity at the contact. However, the state variables can be eliminated by using the equations of motion, thus allowing reformulation of the time-stepping method as a standard LCP(B; b) written as follows:
subsection, we extend the model by using a fully implicit timestepping scheme. The new model leads to a unified framework for simulation of systems with sustained contacts as well as impacts. We use a lumped viscoelastic model, which is a special case of the distributed compliant model described in [ 2 ] , to formulate the the contact dynamics. For simplicity, we consider the simplest such model, the Kelvin-Voigt model. 
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To illustrate the method, we apply the NCP model (14) to the simulation of a rough spherical body bouncing and rolling on the ground. Depending on the material properties, the ball can.undergo one or more frictional impacts and end up in a condition in which it maintains contact with the ground. The model ~(14) is a unified approach that incorporates all.
-these conditions.'The'generalized coordinates and the system velocities are given by: 
Iv. FRICTIONAL IMPACTS
In this section we use the simple example of a rectangular, planar object impacting a horizontal plane to illustrate the modeling of frictional impacts. In this example, there are four potential contacts between the block and the horizontal plane. Let qgoal he a target configuration of the peg at some point well within the exit chute. Further, let T be the time when the peg either comes to rest or when the y component of its center of gravity moves below that of qgoal. The design problem can be expressed as an optimization problem with the design space specified by simple bounds placed on the 12 design variables and the objective function given as follows:
width of input chute width of output chute depth of chamfer length of input chute horizontal location of left cavity wall position of center of tip of protuberance position of lower left comer of chute radius of protuberance angle of input chute angle of chamfer where U is a weight factor and i E { 1. Z} with 1 or 2 indicating that the peg entered the input chute with center of gravity on the left or right. With this objective function, the design problem can be written as P=niinB(X,T) s.t. k = 3~( x , P ) , (16) where the parameter set P is the set of all the 12 design variables given at the beginning of this section, the states variable X 3 (q, q). In this design example, we use the ST model to compute 3~ where Q represents the contact state set excluding the transitions from sustained contact to no contact.
The objective function will be minimized when the peg fall through the device quickly and properly oriented.
The design was carried out in Matlab using the constrained optimization routine. frnincon, with the ST time-stepping method called twice for each objective function evaluation.
The initial guess for the design is shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
Note that the peg comes to rest on the protrusion for both entering orientations. 
i=l
The problem of finding the feasible sets of design parameters and initial conditions for the assembly or part feeding processes is similar to the obtain for~complex problems, we may not be able to develop planni,lg problenl in Just as complete algorithms for motion planning are bard to complete algorithms, or prove correctness or safety. We instead develop a n algorithm that can be used for optimization of obtaining locally-optimal, sufficing solutions.
We described-twotime-stepping models that Can be applied not only for simulation and analysis, but also to solve design optimization problems. Both models can be used to solve the initial value problem that serves as the basis for the design optimization process as discussed in Section V. 
